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The Question?

Why should a Community 
Forest be interested in the 
health of our population?



The Mersey Forest - One of England’s Community Forests



England’s Community Forests:

Making places better with trees
! Community Forests exist where the need is greatest; more trees and accessible woodlands, 

they contribute to healthier, more liveable and more economically rewarding places

Real places and spaces that people can spend time
! The Forest boundaries define the areas of need and provides an opportunity to engage a 

range of local partners. They also provide a means to target resources.

Connecting people and place
! They engage people through place making and place being. By connecting with place 

making they support a sense of purpose and community empowerment. 

Large-scale mosaics within landscape scale areas
! England’s Community Forests work at many different scales - projects of all sizes and scope 

happen within the Community Forests



A place with a plan…



! Recently expanded to include 
Wirral and Cheshire East councils

…and a partnership



Transforming places…



…with people and trees





Four steps to wellbeing



Just in case we needed any more convincing…



! Use the natural environment as a 
health asset

! Reducing inequalities
! 8-12 week programmes – a 

“dose” of nature
! Evidence-based products and

interventions 
! Targeted at areas of need
! Long term partnership with 

universities to develop evidence 
and improve practice.

Natural Health Service Products



Our Products



Programme Design
• Identifying local need
• Understanding barriers
• Working with partners 

imbedded in community
• Social aspect never 

underestimated
• Skills development and 

qualifications
• What next - signposting? 
• Post pandemic 



Delivery Partners 



Research Centre of Excellence

! Working with the two universities in 
Liverpool
– Two PhDs

• Evaluating the health and wellbeing 
benefits associated with outdoor 
interventions 

• Mindful contact with nature

BSc placements
MSc research
Research bids eg. NIHR
Papers at conferences



Wellbeing - Adults



Physical Activity - Adults



Impact – in their own words 
Feeling a lot better, my 
breathing rate is much 
better and I feel energised 
and exhilarated - Alan

The mindfulness in nature course 
has helped me be more confident 
and my anxiety is not as bad now. I 
have started walking and I am now 
more aware of nature. Agnes

More exercise is 
the clue for me to 
feel better. JG

I have found myself much more aware of my mood, as 
well as now having developed some coping strategies 
for helping me feel better - Dorothy

Without exception, the participating children 
exhibited improvements in confidence, 
understanding, interest, listening abilities, 
understanding of boundaries and reflection



Our learning

• We can prove the Natural Health Service works
• We need to show value: 
– Of the investment
– Of our urban forest

• Wellbeing, not the environment, has to be primary focus 
• Evidence needs to be gathered sensitively & consistently
• To listen and adapt as we go along 
• Right Tree, Right Place analogy
• Our Community Forests, with a mosaic of habitats, are our 

greatest assets



More From Trees


